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Abstract – In this paper we present a novel method for
digital audio steganography where messages are embedded
into image and image is embedded into the host audio.

“Audio Steganography using GA with multilevel security”
is a proposed system which is based on Steganography and
Encryption; the system ensures secured data transfer between
the source and destination. Here a novel approach is
presented to resolve the remained problems of substitution
technique of audio Steganography. In the first level of
security, encrypted message bits are inserted into image using
LSB algorithm. In the second level, a secured GA based LSB
(Least Significant Bit) Algorithm is used to encode the image
data into audio data. Here image bits are embedded into
random and higher LSB layers, resulting in increased
robustness against noise addition. The robustness specially
would be increased against those intentional attacks which
try to reveal the hidden message and also some
unintentional attacks like noise addition as well. On the other
hand, multi-objective GA is used to reduce distortion.

Keywords – Artificial Intelligence, Audio Steganography,
Data Hiding, Genetic Algorithm, Substitution Techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a computer-based audio steganography system, secret
information’s are embedded in digital sound. The secret
information is embedded by slightly altering the binary
sequence of a sound file.

Embedding secret data in digital sound is usually a
more difficult process than embedding data in other
media, such as digital images as Human Auditory
System (HAS) is more sensitive than Human Visual
System (HVS) [2,3,4]

Multimedia data hiding techniques have developed a
strong basis for steganography area with a growing
number of applications like digital rights management,
covert communications, hiding executables for access
control, annotation etc. In all application scenarios given
above, multimedia steganography techniques have to
satisfy two basic requirements. The first requirement is
perceptual transparency, i.e. cover object (object not
containing any additional data) and stego object (object
containing secret data) must be perceptually indiscernible
[8]. The second constraint is high data rate of the
embedded data.

LSB coding is one of the earliest techniques studied in
the information hiding and watermarking area of digital
audio. The main advantage of the LSB coding method is a
very high watermark channel bit rate and a low
computational complexity of the algorithm, while the main
disadvantage is considerably low robustness against signal
processing modifications. In order to conceal secret data
successfully, a variety of methods for embedding
information in digital audio have been introduced [9, 10].

Steganographic algorithms can be characterized by a
number of defining properties. Three of them, which are

most important for audio steganography algorithms, are
defined below.

Transparency evaluates the audible distortion due to
signal modifications like data embedding or attacking. In
order to meet fidelity constraint of the embedded
information, the perceptual distortion introduced due to
embedding should be below the masking threshold
estimated based on the HAS/HVS and the host media [1].
Capacity of an information hiding scheme refers to the
amount of information that a data hiding scheme can
successfully embed without introducing perceptual
distortion in the marked media.

Robustness measures the ability of embedded data or
watermark to withstand against intentional and
unintentional attacks [6]. Unintentional attacks generally
include common data manipulations such as lossy-
compression, digital-to-analog conversion, re-sampling,
re-quantization, etc. whereas intentional attacks include
addition of white and colored noise, rescaling, rotation,
resizing, cropping, random chopping, and filtering attacks
[5]. Also, the robustness of the algorithm is defined as an
ability of the data detector to extract the embedded data
after common signal processing manipulations [7,8].

II. PREVIOUS WORKS

Different methods are already used to hide data into
audio file by the different authors. In our previous work,
we initially encrypt the message using asymmetric
algorithm (RSA) and then encrypted message bits are
inserted at random and higher LSB layer position of the
host audio [1]. On the other hand, image data are extracted
from an image file. Then powerful GA (Genetic
Algorithm) based LSB (Least Significant Bit) Algorithm is
used to embed the image data into audio data. Here image
data bits are embedded into random and higher LSB layers
[2].

III. OUR WORK

In this paper, initially asymmetric algorithm (RSA) has
been applied to encrypt the message and then proposed
LSB algorithm has been applied and encrypted message
bits have been embedded to the image bit stream and
finally stego-image bits are embedded into audio bits (16
bit sample) at random in higher LSB layer positions
(increase the robustness) to get a collection of
chromosomes. Now Genetic Algorithm operators have
been used to get the next generation chromosomes. Next,
the best chromosome has been selected according to the
best fitness value. Fitness value is a value of LSB position
for which we get a chromosome with the minimum
deviation comparing to the original host audio sample.
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Fig.1. To generate Stego-audio file (hiding message
+image to an audio file)

Here higher LSB layer has been given higher preference
in case of layer selection. Sometimes it can happen that for
more than one LSB layer, we get the same deviation
between original audio sample and stego audio samples.
In this case, higher LSB layer has been chosen [8].

Encrypted message bit positions are the very import
information for the receiving parties, because receiving
of message is possible only by knowing the position
numbers of the message bits in the stego audio file. On
the other hand, if intruders want to know the hidden
message in the stego-audio file, they will try to know the
location numbers of the message bit in the stego-audio
file. Here we embed the message bit position numbers into
the cover media for security purpose.
A. Generate Stego audio file
a. Convert plain message to encrypted message using RSA
algorithm.
b. Convert encrypted message to byte streams.
c. Convert image to byte streams.
d. Embed message bits to image byte streams using
modified LSB algorithm.
e. Read an audio file byte-wise. Convert little Endian
notation to integer array (16 bits sample).
f. Generate n (2–16) number of chromosomes of 16 genes
by inserting a stego-image bits into 16 bits audio sample at
n (2–16) random positions.

g. Algorithm: To generate better next generation
population, following GA operator based insertion
algorithm is used:
Let ‘pos’ is the insertion position of the audio data,
Let ( ) be mutation operation on ‘pos’ position,1 ( , ) be crossover operation from ‘start’ to
‘end’ by 1 and0 ( , ) be crossover operation from ‘start’ to
‘end’ by 0.
if pos = 1, then no action is taken
if pos = 2 to 15 then do the following
if image bit is 0 and audio bit is 1 for pos = i
if audio bits on 1 to (i-1) positions are holding 0’s, then
perform 1 (1, − 1) operation.
if audio bits on 1 to (i-1) positions are holding 1’s and on
(i+1) position holding 0, then performs 0 (1, − 1) and( + 1) operations.
if image bit is 1 and audio bit is 0 for pos = i
if audio bits on 1 to (i-1) positions are holding 1’s, then
perform 0 (1, − 1) operation.
if audio bits on 1 to (i-1) positions are holding 0’s and on
(i+1) position holding 1, then performs 1 (1, − 1) and( + 1) operations.
if audio bit on (i+1) and (i-1) positions are holding 0/1 and
1/0 respectively, no action is taken.
If audio bit and image bit is same, then no action is taken
as there will be no deviation between two samples.
h. Now select the best chromosome, where best one is the
chromosome which has the minimum difference with the
original 16 bit audio sample.
i. Here fitness value is the position number for which we
get the best chromosome.
Again, the position number, best chromosome and distortion
are closely related, because whenever we will choose the
best chromosome, it will reduce the distortion.
j. Fitness value is representing two things here:
(i) Position number which is very important at the
receiving end to extract the image.
(ii) Distortion which again very important regarding
security (distortion can convinced hacker to hack the
image).
So, multi-objective GA is used here
k. Use modified LSB algorithm to embed image bits into
audio sample bytes.
l. Writing stego-audio samples: Convert 16 bit stego audio
sample to 8 bit bytes. And write stego audio byte stream to
an audio file. Operational flow chart is given in Fig. 1.
B. Extracting hidden message

At the time of inserting message bits into image and
inserting stego-image bits into audio sample, we optimize the
deviation between cover data and stego-data, so stego-
audio is more or less equal to the original audio. So, to
extract the hidden stego-image and original message, we need
to know only the position number of hidden image bits and
message bits.
a. Read the stego audio file byte-wise and convert little
Endian notation to integer array (16 bits sample).
b. Extract stego-image bits from audio file by extracting
position numbers.
c. Extract encrypted message bits from stego-image bytes.
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d. Decrypt encrypted message by private key of RSA
algorithm to get plain message.
f. Write the extracted message to a text file.
g. Write the audio byte stream to an audio file by
converting 16 bit sample to 8 bit byte. Operational flow
chart is given in Fig. 2.

Fig.2. Extracting hidden image (message) from Stego-
audio file

IV. RESULT

In this section we describe some experimental results,
two examples: Example 1 describes how the best sample
is selected, Example 2 describes how to reduce the
distortion using GA operators. Finally, describe
advantages of our approach.
A. Experimental result

Proposed LSB Audio Steganography algorithm is tested
on 5 audio sequences from different music styles (pop,
rock, techno, jazz). The audio excerpts were selected so
that they represent a broad range of music genres, i.e.
audio clips with different dynamic and spectral
characteristics. All music pieces have been watermarked
using the proposed and standard LSB watermarking
algorithm. Clips were 44.1 kHz sampled mono audio files,
represented by 16 bits per sample. Duration of the
samples ranged from 4 to 15 seconds.

Fig.3. Minimum deviation between host & Stego-audio
samples

Signal to noise ratio for the embedded watermark is
computed as in equation no. (1):= 10. log ∑ ( )∑ [ ( ) ( )] …. (1)

where x(n) represents a sample of input audio sequence
and y(n) stands for a sample of audio with GA based LSBs.
SNR values for the standard method and the proposed
method (embedding performed in random higher LSB
layer) are given in Fig. 4.

Fig.4. SNR values 5 audio sequences for standard &
proposed LSB audio steganography

It can be seen from Figs.3 and 4, that the proposed
algorithm outperforms standard LSB insertion algorithm.
Two methods provide similar SNR values when the
embedding is done in the random higher LSB layer using
the proposed method and in the lower LSB layer in the
case of the standard method.

Experimental results show that the two audio clips
(original audio sequence and watermarked audio signal)
cannot be discriminated by people. Results of subjective
tests showed that perceptual quality of watermarked audio,
if embedding is done using the proposed algorithm, is
higher in comparison to standard LSB embedding method.
This confirms that described algorithm succeeds in
increasing the depth of the embedding layer and also
randomizing the bit layer without affecting the perceptual
transparency of the watermarked audio signal.

Therefore, significant improvement in robustness
against signal processing manipulation can be obtained, as
the hidden bits can be embedded higher LSB layers
deeper than in the standard LSB method.

As described above, the proposed algorithm flips bits in
more than one bit layers of the watermarked audio
during the embedding procedure. This property may
increase the resistance against Steganalysis that identifies
the used LSB layer by analyzing the noise properties of
each bit layer.

Fig.5.a No-embedding wave of audio
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Fig.5.b Embedding wave of audio

Figure 5.a shows the waveform of host audio and Figure
5.b shows the waveform of stego-audio. From these two
Figures it is clear that after increasing the bit level of
embedding, the audio signals are not differentiable for
general people.

Figures 6 show histogram of the number of modified bit
layers in a 1.5 sec audio sample (66150 bits in total) for the
proposed LSB algorithm. It is clear that number of
flipped bits per bit layers is distributed over all bit layers
in the proposed algorithm. In the case of standard LSB
algorithm, LSB steganography techniques can easily
detect the bit layer where the data hiding was performed.
It is a much more challenging task in the case of the
proposed algorithm, because there are a significant
number of bits flipped in 15 bit layers and the adversary
cannot identify exactly which bit layer is used for the data
hiding.

Fig.6. Number of flipped bits per bit layer for the
proposed algorithm

B. Examples
Example 1 GA based approach in message hiding,
explained in Table 1,
Original Audio sample = 1000000110000010
Message bit = 1
Fitness value = 7, because for the position number 7 we
got the best quality individual or chromosome.

Table 1

Best Chromosome (fitness value wise):
1000000101111111

Example 2 GA based insertion algorithm
Audio Sample 0..001011112 = 4710 , LSB layer 4,
message bit 0, Output 0..001001112 = 3910 , After
applying GA operators it is 0..001100002 = 4810 which
is more closer to 4710.
Audio Sample 0..001110102 = 5810 , LSB layer 4,
message bit 0, Output 0..001100102 = 5010 , After
applying GA operators it is 0..001101112 = 5610 .
Audio Sample 0..000010002 = 810 , LSB layer 3,
message bit 1, Output 0..000011002 = 1210 , After
applying GA operators it is 0..000001112 = 710 .
Audio Sample 0..001101112 = 5510 , LSB layer 4,
message bit 1, Output 0.001111112 = 6310 , After
applying GA operator it is 0.001110002 = 5610

V. ROBUSTNESS

 Message have been embedded in to image and image
are embedded into audio file to increase the security.

 Described algorithm succeeds in not only increasing
the depth of the embedding layer but also layer is
chosen randomly without affecting the perceptual
transparency of the stego audio signal.

 That is, two-way robustness (to know the actual
position of the message bit) are there, First, insertion
positions are randomly chosen, Second, LSB layers are
most of the time are high layers.

 Message bit embedding that causes minimal
embedding distortion of the host audio, since
optimization is done using GA operators.

 Here multi-objective GA is used (position, distortion).
 The proposed algorithm obtains significantly lower bit

error rates than the standard algorithm.
 The Steganalysis of the proposed algorithm is more

challenging as well, because there is a significant
number of bits flipped in a number in bit layers and
the adversary cannot identify exactly which bit layer is
used for the data hiding.

 In addition, listening tests showed that perceptual
quality of watermarked audio is higher in the case of the
proposed method than in the standard LSB method.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we propose a bit-modification algorithm
for LSB audio steganography where message bits are
inserted to the image file and again message bits are
inserted into audio file which is very secure and reliable.
The key idea of the algorithm is watermark bit embedding
that causes minimal embedding distortion of the host
audio. Listening test shows that described algorithm
succeeds in increasing the depth of the embedding layer
from lower to higher random LSB layers without affecting
the perceptual transparency of the stego audio signal. The
improvement in robustness in presence of additive noise is
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the adversary cannot identify exactly which bit layer is
used for the data hiding.
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quality of watermarked audio is higher in the case of the
proposed method than in the standard LSB method.
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for LSB audio steganography where message bits are
inserted to the image file and again message bits are
inserted into audio file which is very secure and reliable.
The key idea of the algorithm is watermark bit embedding
that causes minimal embedding distortion of the host
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obvious, as the proposed algorithm obtains significantly
lower bit error rates than the standard algorithm. The
Steganalysis of the proposed algorithm is more
challenging as well, because there is a significant number
of bits flipped in a number in bit layers and the adversary
cannot identify exactly which bit layer is used for the data
hiding.
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